WHEN WORKING FROM
HOME IS NOT A SOLUTION
Reliable corona tests for your employees.
Immediately and on your premises!

WHEN WORK CAN BE
CONTAGIOUS
The most important tools for combating coronavirus include
PCR and antigen tests. Rapid antigen tests provide reliable
information on whether a person is infected in just 15 minutes
and thus enable the chain of infection to be interrupted. If a
rapid test is positive, we can carry out a PCR test directly afterwards. In such a case, we can use the same sample to carry
out the validation by a PCR test.
Digital process
from booking
to the transmission
of results.

We all long for more security and normality at the moment.
Also, in the workplace. Because not everyone can work from
home, not every work step can be digitised. Sometimes you
simply have to be on site and exchange ideas with colleagues or
customers – even in a confined space. However, there is often a
feeling of uncertainty and unease. We support you in your duty
of care and in giving your employees, customers and partners a
better feeling of security. Rapid tests are a great way to briefly
check everyone present and allow for relaxed, safe interaction.
CoviMedical offers you a full-service package with mobile
test teams:
Participant and data management
All tests are carried out by medical staff.

Carrying out of all tests
Transmission of results
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WHEN TIME-SAVING ON-SITE
TESTING IS REQUIRED
Whether it is a conference, congress, corporate event or simply routine testing of your employees – our mobile, medically
trained teams perform the Corona rapid test reliably and safely
at your premises or at the nearest station.
To do this, participants register online in our registration form
(in person or centrally via the HR department) and select an
appropriate time slot for the test. This avoids longer waiting
times and queues on site. In the booking process, the employee
enters their personal data including their email address so that
we can send them the appointment confirmation and later the
reference to their retrievable test result. It only takes 15 minutes
from the smear to the notification email!

The test result
is available
after just a few
minutes.

All tests used by CoviMedical are listed with the German Federal
Institute for Drugs and Medical Devices (BfArM); their sensitivity
is 98.5 %. We have both the necessary experience and sufficient
personnel and material to carry out up to 100,000 tests per
week. If required, we can set up a test centre at your premises.
For this purpose, we use double office containers that can be
set up quickly and without bureaucracy.
Up to 100,000 tests per week possible
From 10 rapid tests, fixed time quota in one of our
test centres
From 40 quick tests, our mobile test teams come
directly to you

More than 30 locations throughout Germany.
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WHEN THE TEST RESULT
COMES IN AUTOMATICALLY
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Your employee registers for a Corona rapid test via a
registration form with a time slot (e.g., 8:30 am). He
receives the appointment confirmation by e-mail, which
contains a QR code and is used as a mobile ticket.

On the testing day, the ticket is validated by scan at the
reception. The scan triggers the printing of 2 labels.
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Label 1 – for the employee:
contains a personalised QR code with a direct link to
the test result. Alternatively, website name and code are
printed to retrieve the result manually.
Label 2 – for the doctor/assistant:
is stuck onto the corona test. Contains a QR code with
a direct link to the internal "Select result" page.
The employee is then asked to go to a test booth for a
rapid test smear and the smear is taken.
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The test result can be accessed online on a mobile phone or PC.

As soon as the result is available, the doctor selects
the positive, negative or neutral status on an internal
"Select Result" page. He or she then triggers the "Send
result mail to employee” process. The employee can
check their status regularly via their QR code, but no
longer than 24 hours after the result.
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WHEN EVERYTHING IS WELL
THOUGHT OUT AND PLANNED
The benefits of our system:

✓

User-friendly appointment scheduling

✓

Helpful information around the testing – without blocking
important capacities of health offices, crisis centres and
medical practices

✓

Control of the number of visitors through precisely defined
appointment time slots and quotas (e.g., every 5 to 10
minutes) in order to avoid queues and crowding as well as
longer waiting times on site.

✓

Planning security for personnel expenditure and required
test capacities

✓

If requested: Tracking possible within the test centre
through check-in & check-out at established checkpoints

✓

Employee satisfaction through a high feeling of security

Fast and effective: Booking on your PC or mobile device.
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WHEN DATA PROTECTION BECOMES
MEDICAL CONFIDENTIALITY
We are aware of the responsibility to protect special categories
of data. CoviMedical processes personal data exclusively within
the framework of the applicable legal provisions of the GDPR
and the German Federal Data Protection Act.
In addition, the participant management software used within
the test centre, in which the test results are also stored, is in line
with the Technical Annex to the Notes and Recommendations
on Medical Confidentiality, Data Protection and Data Processing
in Medical Practices issued by the German Medical Association and the National Association of Statutory Health Insurance
Physicians.
The participant management tool therefore runs separately
from the ticketing software (appointment management). No
ticket.io employee, but only doctors of the test centre, their
authorised laboratory staff and the test person himself have
access to the test result.
In principle, the following applies to all systems used by us:
Data transmission takes place via the secure industry standard
"SSL". All data is encrypted and stored exclusively on servers
within the EU. Access is via 256-bit SSL encryption, and third
parties do not gain access to data at any time.
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IF YOU WOULD LIKE
TO LEARN MORE

CoviMedical GmbH
Steinwiese 18
35685 Dillenburg, Germany
Commercial register:
Local Court of Wetzlar HRB 8167
Managing director:
Christoph Neumeier
Phone: +49 02771 4278962
Email: email@covimedical.de
Cooperation Partner:
Dr. Med. Hans Peter Stockamp, Dillenburg
Media contact:
Email: presse@covimedical.de

